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Quantum optomechanics uses optical means
to generate and manipulate quantum states of
motion of mechanical resonators. This pro-
vides an intriguing platform for the study
of fundamental physics and the development
of novel quantum devices. Yet, the chal-
lenge of reconstructing and verifying the quan-
tum state of mechanical systems has remained
a major roadblock in the field. Here, we
present a novel approach that allows for tomo-
graphic reconstruction of the quantum state of
a mechanical system without the need for ex-
tremely high quality optical cavities. We show
that, without relying on the usual state trans-
fer presumption between light an mechanics,
the full optomechanical Hamiltonian can be
exploited to imprint mechanical tomograms
on a strong optical coherent pulse, which can
then be read out using well-established tech-
niques. Furthermore, with only a small num-
ber of measurements, our method can be used
to witness nonclassical features of mechanical
systems without requiring full tomography. By
relaxing the experimental requirements, our
technique thus opens a feasible route towards
verifying the quantum state of mechanical res-
onators and their nonclassical behaviour in a
wide range of optomechanical systems.
1 Introduction
Optomechanics [1] where a mechanical oscillator in-
teracts with an optical field via radiation pressure,
is a promising direction of research for fundamental
physics [2–4] and the development of novel weak-force
sensors [5]. Yet, preparing a large mechanical de-
vice in a quantum state of motion, and then veri-
fying and exploiting the quantum nature of such a
system have remained elusive goals. Most research to
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date has focused on the problem of state preparation
and there have been significant recent advances using
measurement-based techniques to overcome the limi-
tations of weak coupling and non-zero initial thermal
occupation [6, 7]. These techniques bring the prepara-
tion of non-classical states of motion within the realm
of current experimental capabilities. Here, we thus
focus on the problem of observing quantum states of
motion.
Continuous-variable quantum systems, such as op-
tical fields or mechanical resonators, are best de-
scribed using distribution functions over a quantum
phase-space spanned by two quadratures of interest,
such as position and momentum, or amplitude and
phase. However, one of the distinctive features of
quantum systems is that any such distribution must
allow for negative values and can thus not be a bona
fide probability measure. The class of viable distri-
butions form a single-parameter family, called the s-
parameterized quasiprobability distributions [8]. Of
particular interest within this family is the Wigner
function, corresponding to a value of s = 0, as the
only distribution that faithfully represents the quan-
tum state and, at the same time, correctly reproduces
the marginal quadrature distributions. Another im-
portant case is the P-function, corresponding to s = 1,
whose negativity is one of the main signatures of non-
classical behaviour [9].
In principle, the Wigner function of an unknown
quantum state %ˆ can be reconstructed from quadra-
ture measurements via an inverse Radon transform.
This technique has been demonstrated for optical
fields [10, 11], where quadrature measurements are
readily available using homodyne detection [12, 13].
For mechanical resonators, however, direct quadra-
ture measurements are not available. Instead, the
common approach aims to use a high-quality optical
cavity in the resolved sideband regime, which would
allow to transfer the mechanical state onto an opti-
cal field, which can be reconstructed using established
techniques. This regime, however, is experimentally
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very difficult to reach [14]. Techniques that work out-
side the demanding resolved sideband regime, where
state transfer in the usual sense is not available, are
thus highly desirable. One such scheme, using a clas-
sical optical readout field, has been proposed and
experimentally implemented recently [6, 15]. Under
realistic conditions, however, limitations from opti-
cal shot noise of the readout field ultimately pre-
clude an experimental reconstruction of the mechani-
cal Wigner function using this approach [14]. Conse-
quently, Wigner-function tomography of a mechanical
system remains an outstanding challenge.
Here, we introduce an alternative approach which
works outside the resolved sideband regime with no,
or only a low quality cavity. Our technique works by
imprinting the mechanical quadrature distributions
on a strong optical pulse in a coherent or squeezed
state, from which it can be extracted using standard
optical methods. We show that this makes it possi-
ble to overcome the noise limitations of previous ap-
proaches and perform a tomographic reconstruction
of any s-parameterized quasiprobability distribution,
including the Wigner function of the mechanical mo-
tion. Furthermore, since our technique is independent
of the single-photon coupling strength it is suitable
for a wide range of optomechanical systems with cur-
rent technology. Finally, we discuss how our approach
could be used to detect P-function nonclassicality of a
mechanical system with only a small number of mea-
surements. We also prove the robustness of our non-
classicality criteria against readout noise and detec-
tion inefficiency.
2 Results
This work is organised as follows. We first provide
an overview of the optomechanical interaction with-
out assuming resolved mechanical sidebands. We then
discuss the description of this interaction over the
quantum mechanical phase-space. There we also de-
rive the required transformations, and present our
readout scheme for obtaining the mechanical phase-
space distributions as the main result of this paper.
We then compare our scheme with the existing tech-
niques in the non-resolved sideband regime. Finally,
we provide a necessary condition for demonstrating
mechanical nonclassicality using the smallest subset of
data obtained from our scheme, namely, a single me-
chanical tomogram. We further show that this condi-
tion is robust against noise and detection inefficiency,
and describe an explicit experimental protocol which
we show can be implemented with current technology
in a variety of optomechanical systems.
2.1 Optomechanical interaction
We now consider a mechanical resonator coupled to
an optical field via the radiation pressure interaction.
A single photon reflecting off a mechanical resonator
imparts a momentum kick proportional to the photon
frequency to the resonator, while obtaining a phase-
shift proportional to the mechanical position. The
evolution of the joint system is then described by the
Hamiltonian
1
~
Hˆ = ωoa†a+ ωmb†b+ g0a†a(b† + b), (1)
where a (b) is the optical (mechanical) bosonic an-
nihilation operator. The terms of the Hamiltonian
correspond, respectively, to the free evolution of the
optical field with frequency ωo, the free evolution of
the mechanics with frequency ωm, and the radiation
pressure interaction. The latter couples the mechani-
cal position operator Xˆ ∝ b†+b to the optical photon
number operator Nˆ = a†a with the single photon cou-
pling strength g0 = Gxzpf , where G is the coupling
constant, and xzpf =
√
~/2meffωm the mechanical
zero-point fluctuation. In this picture the mechani-
cal response to a single photon is captured by g0, and
can be linearly enhanced by a cavity that allows for
multiple interactions per photon [1].
In the cavity-enhanced case one can identify a num-
ber of interesting parameter regimes. Much work to
date has focused on the so-called resolved sideband
regime, where the decay rate of the optical cavity κo
is much smaller than the mechanical frequency. This
makes it possible to excite, to good approximation,
only one of the two motional sidebands of the cav-
ity resonance. Ignoring non-resonant terms, which is
known as the rotating wave approximation, the op-
tomechanical interaction is then dominated, either
by a beam-splitter-like interaction for the red side-
band, or a squeezing-like interaction for the blue side-
band [16]. For tomography, however, this regime is
challenging due to the incompatible requirements of
a high optical quality factor for sideband resolution
and a low optical quality factor to retain control over
the optical amplitude fluctuations inside the cavity.
Here, we are interested in the technically simpler
scenario in which the optical field is a free-space mode,
or weakly enhanced by a low-quanlity factor optical
cavity (with a cavity decay rate much faster than the
mechanical frequncy), see Fig. 1a. In this regime, the
motional sidebands cannot be resolved, implying that
the rotating-wave approximation is not valid and the
full optomechanical Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) must be
considered. Suppose that the mechanical system is
initially in a state %ˆm which then interacts with a
displaced optical pulse, Dˆ(α)%ˆoDˆ†(α) over a duration
τ . At a time τ0 after the interaction, the optical field
is displaced by −α. The evolution of the state is thus
given by Dˆ(−α) exp−iτ0(a†a+ b†b) exp{−iτ [ωoa†a+
ωmb
†b + g0a†a(b† + b)]}Dˆ(α). As we show in detail
in Appendix A, under the condition that the optical
field is strong (i.e. |α|  1) and using the fact that
we only perform measurements on the optical field,
the evolution of the system can be disentangled and
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Figure 1: Sketch of our tomography method. (a) Schematic experimental setup. The initial (squeezed) vacuum state Wo
is first displaced by α via interference with a strong laser pulse of length τ (dashed line) on a highly transmissive beamsplitter.
The probe beam then interacts with the mechanical system, is subsequently displaced by −α, and finally measured using
homodyne detection. Both displacements are easily implemented in an inherently stable manner using the same laser pulse,
see Secs. 2.4.1 and 2.5 for details. (b) In the phase-space representation (i) the mechanical resonator is initially in an unknown
stateWm and the optical system is in the stateWo. (ii) The two systems interact under the full optomechanical Hamiltonian, in
the case of a strong optical displacement given by Eqs. (2)–(4). (iii) After the interaction, the s-parameterized φ-tomogram of
the mechanical system will be imprinted on the momentum-quadrature of the optical Wigner-function, which can be obtained
from a standard homodyne measurement. Using a number of such optical/mechanical tomograms one can use the inverse
Radon transformation in Fig. 3 to reconstruct the mechanical s-parameterized quasiprobability distribution. For illustrative
purposes only we chose an initial mechanical state of the form (|0〉+ 2|1〉+ |2〉+ 2|3〉) /√10 in the Fock-state basis. The
displayed tomograms include points where we numerically added 10% noise to indicate measurement imprecision.
linearised to Uˆo Uˆk Uˆom, where Uˆom, Uˆk, and Uˆo are
unitaries representing the optomechanical interaction,
an optical Kerr interaction, and a displaced optical
free evolution, respectively, given by
Uˆom = eχu(a˜
†
θ
+a˜θ)(b˜†ϕ−b˜ϕ), (2)
Uˆk = eiv[4a†a+2r(eiθa†+e−iθa)+(e2iθa†2+e−2iθa2)], (3)
Uˆo = Dˆ(−α)e−i(τ0+τ)ωoa†aDˆ(α). (4)
Here, we have defined the parameters as follows: α =
reiθ with r ∈ R+, µ = 1− eiωmτ = ueiϕ with
u=
√
2(1− cosωmτ), ϕ= tan−1
( sinωmτ
1− cosωmτ
)
,
(5)
and
χ = g0r
ωm
, (6)
a˜θ = ae−iθ +
r
2 , b˜ϕ = be
−iϕ. (7)
It is important to note that, while the phase of the op-
tical mode θ is being set by the input optical coherent
state, the relevant mechanical phase ϕ is determined
by the length of the input optical pulse τ .
2.2 Optomechanical interaction in phase space
2.2.1 Mode transformation
By defining a vector of input mode operators
~ˆA := (a†, b†, a, b), we aim to find the the out-
put mode operators in the Heisenberg picture un-
der the aforementioned unitary evolution, i.e. ~ˆA′ =
(UˆoUˆkUˆom) ~ˆA(Uˆ†omUˆ†k Uˆ†o ). Since these unitary evolu-
tions are single-mode and two-mode linear transfor-
mations, they correspond to elements of the symplec-
tic groups Sp(2,R) and Sp(4,R), respectively. We can
thus exploit the properties of symplectic transforma-
tions, in particular, that if Uˆ = exp{ 12 ~ˆA ln(M)Σ ~ˆAT},
with Σ = antidiag{I,−I}, then Uˆ ~ˆAUˆ† = ~ˆAM [17, 18].
Using Eqs. (2), (3), and (4), after some algebra and
making reasonable restrictions on the choice of the
optical pulse τ and the delay duration τ0, via
ωmτ − sin(ωmτ) = kpi/2
√
3χ2, k ∈ 2Z+,
(τ0 + τ)ωo = 2pim, m ∈ N, (8)
the transformed optomechanical mode operators are
found as
a′ = a− i
√
2χuXˆ(ϕ+ pi2 ),
b′ = b−
√
2χueiϕ[xˆ+ r].
(9)
Here, Xˆ(ϕ) = (b†eiϕ+be−iϕ)/
√
2 and xˆ = (a†+a)/
√
2
are the ϕ-quadrature of the mechanics and the x-
quadrature of the optical field, respectively. We re-
fer the interested reader to Appendix B for the de-
tailed derivation of the general mode transformation,
as well as the simplified Eqs. (8) and (9). Importantly,
in Eq. (8) we require that 0  ωmτ  2pi, both to
obtain a nonzero coupling (u 6= 0) and to minimize
the effect of mechanical losses. This can be achieved
by assuming the pulse duration τ to be on the or-
der of half a mechanical period, i.e., ωmτ ≈ pi. It
is evident from Eq. (9) that the output optical field
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now carries information about the mechanical quadra-
tures. At the same time, the mechanical mode is af-
fected by the back-action noise proportional to the
input light quadrature. Before we can proceed to the
Wigner-function picture, we need the following result,
the proof of which is given in the Appendix C.
Lemma 1. For the order parameter s = 0, a
product of Weyl-Wigner operators remains a prod-
uct under all linear transformations of the mode
operators,
(
a′† b′† a′ b′
)
= [
(
a† b† a b
)
S +(
D∗a D
∗
b Da Da
)
], the argument of which changes
according to the inverse of the corresponding sym-
plectic transformation, i.e., Tˆ (α; 0) ⊗ Tˆ (β; 0) =
Tˆ (α′; 0) ⊗ Tˆ (β′; 0) where (α′∗ β′∗ α′ β′) =
[
(
α∗ β∗ α β
)− (D∗a D∗b Da Da)]S−1.
2.2.2 Interaction in phase space
We are now ready to examine the optomechanical
interactions in the phase-space representation, see
Fig. 1b. The Wigner decomposition (see Sec. 4.1) of
the joint initial optomechanical state is
%ˆin =
∫
d2αd2β
pi2
Wo(α; 0)Wm(β; 0)Tˆo(α; 0)⊗Tˆm(β; 0),
where Wo and Wm are the Wigner functions of light
and mechanics, respectively. Allowing for a free me-
chanical evolution for a time τd before the interaction
with the optical field, the output state is given by
%ˆout = [UˆoUˆkUˆomRˆm(ϕd)]%ˆin[Rˆ†m(ϕd)Uˆ†omUˆ†k Uˆ†o ] where
Rˆm(ϕd) = exp{−iϕdb†b} with ϕd = ωmτd. This re-
sults in %ˆout =
∫
d2αd2β
pi2 Wo(α; 0)Wm(β; 0)Tˆo(α′; 0) ⊗
Tˆm(β′; 0). Using Lemma 1 and the inverse of the
symplectic transformation corresponding to the over-
all evolution UˆoUˆkUˆom given by Eq. (9), we obtain
α′ = α+ i
√
2χuX(ϕ+ ϕd +
pi
2 ),
β′ = βe−iϕd +
√
2χueiϕ[x(θ) + r].
Since we only perform measurements on the optical
field, we can trace out the mechanics and make use of
the normality of the Weyl-Wigner operators to get
%ˆout;o =
∫
d2αd2β
pi2 Wo(α; 0)Wm(β; 0)Tˆo(α′; 0). Using
the orthogonality relation of the Weyl-Wigner opera-
tors, the final measured Wigner-function of the opti-
cal field can be readily obtained as Wout;o(α′; 0) =∫
d2β
pi Wo[α′ − i
√
2χuX(ϕ + ϕd + pi/2); 0]Wm(β; 0).
Switching to position and momentum coordinates
(x′, p′) of the optical output, we obtain
Wout;o(x′, p′; 0) =∫
d2β
pi
Wo[x′, p′ − 2χuX(ϕ+ ϕd + pi2 ); 0]Wm(β; 0),
(10)
showing that only the momentum quadrature of the
optical output is modified by the interaction.
2.3 Mechanical tomography
Having established the tools to investigate the in-
formation about the mechanical quantum state im-
printed in the refelcted probe ligh, we now describe
how to use these tools to achieve quantum tomogra-
phy of the mechanical state as depicted in Fig. 1b.
2.3.1 General case readout
In principle, an optical vacuum state would be suffi-
cient as a probe pulse for our method. However, in the
general case we now consider a momentum-squeezed
vacuum state with Wigner function
Wo(x, p; 0) =
1
pi
exp{−(e−2εx2 + e2εp2)}, (11)
where ε ∈ [0,∞) is the squeezing parameter. While
this is not strictly necessary for our protocol, it adds
an additional parameter that could be convenient
for some experimental implementations. Using this
initial state in Eq. (10) and changing the variable
p′ → 2χup′, we obtain the Wigner function of the
optical output as
Wout;o(x′, 2χup′; 0) =
1
pi
e−e
−2εx′2
×
∫
d2β
pi
e−4χ
2u2e2ε[p′−X(ϕ+ϕd+pi2 )]2Wm(β; 0).
(12)
From Eq. (12) it is evident that the information about
the mechanical (ϕ+ϕd +pi/2)-quadrature is encoded
within the momentum quadrature of the optical field.
Hence, we can integrate over the position of the opti-
cal Wigner function and arrive at
wout;o(2χup′,
pi
2 ) =
eε√
pi
∫
d2β
pi
e−4χ
2u2e2ε[p′−X(ϕ+ϕd+pi2 )]2Wm(β; 0),
(13)
in which wout;o(p, pi2 ) is the momentum tomogram
of the optical output pulse. Interestingly, we can
identify the Gaussian kernel in Eq. (13) with the
s-parameterized quasiprobability of the tomographic
operator (see Sec 4.2), obtaining
e−4χ
2u2e2ε[p′−X(ϕ+ϕd+pi2 )]2 =√
s?pi WΠˆ(p′,ϕ+ϕd+pi2 )
(β;−s?), (14)
with order parameter
s? = (2χueε)−2. (15)
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As we show in Appendix D, the order mismatch can
be moved to the mechanical state, which leads to∫
d2β
pi
e−4χ
2u2e2ε[p′−X(ϕ+ϕd+pi2 )]2Wm(β; 0) =
√
s?pi
∫
d2β
pi
WΠˆ(p′,ϕ+ϕd+pi2 )
(β;−s?)Wm(β; 0) =
√
s?pi
∫
d2β
pi
WΠˆ(p′,ϕ+ϕd+pi2 )
(β; 0)Wm(β;−s?) =
√
s?pi wm(p′, ϕ+ ϕd +
pi
2 ;−s
?).
(16)
Here, we have defined the s-parameterized mechani-
cal tomogram wm(x, ϕ; s) to be the marginal of the
s-parameterized quasiprobability distribution of the
mechanical quantum state. Importantly, the relation
obtained in (16) represents a Radon transformation
(see Sec. 4.2) of the (−s?)-parameterized quasiproba-
bility distribution Wm(β;−s?).
Wm(β;−s?) Radon transform←−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Inv. Radon transform
{wm(x, φ;−s?)},
(17)
Substituting Eq. (16) into Eq. (13) we find
wout;o(2χup′,
pi
2 ; 0) =
1
2χuwm(p
′, ϕ+ ϕd +
pi
2 ;−s
?),
(18)
where s? is given by Eq. (15).
Equation (18) is the main result of this manuscript,
implying that the (−s?)-parameterized mechanical to-
mogram is encoded, up to a scaling factor in the mo-
mentum quadrature of the optical Wigner function,
which can be easily read out using well-established
techniques. Note, however, that due to the scaling
one might require much larger quadrature detection-
range in the optical homodyne measurement to ac-
cess the optical tomograms over the required range of
values. This can be avoided by setting 2χu = 1 and
instead exploiting the momentum squeezing of the ini-
tial optical state to set the order parameter s?. We
will discuss in detail the experimental feasibility of all
such assumptions in our experimental proposal.
2.3.2 Strong interaction regime
Recalling Eq. (15), it turns out that the order parame-
ter s? goes to zero quadratically with the displacement
amplitude r and exponentially with the squeezing pa-
rameter ε. Hence, for sufficiently large χueε we can
approximate
wm(p′, ϕ+ ϕd +
pi
2 ;−s
?) ≈ wm(p′, ϕ+ ϕd + pi2 ; 0)
(19)
which in turn, implies that the φ-tomogram of the
mechanical Wigner function is imprinted in a rescaled
form on the momentum quadrature of the optical out-
put Wigner function,
wout;o(2χup′,
pi
2 ; 0) =
1
2χuwm(p
′, ϕ+ ϕd +
pi
2 ; 0).
(20)
2.3.3 Advantages over standard pulsed tomography
The use of short pulses of coherent light for optome-
chanical state tomography outside the resolved side-
band regime was first proposed in Ref. [15]. Their
approach works by imprinting the mechanical quadra-
ture distribution onto the momentum quadrature of
the probe pulse [14], which has recently been demon-
strated experimentally [6]. In practice, however, this
simple technique is limited by the fundamental quan-
tum noise on the readout pulse. This precludes ex-
perimental access to the Wigner function of the me-
chanical system and indeed might not allow for the re-
construction of any quasiprobability distribution with
s > −1, as we discuss below.
The approach of Ref. [6, 15] uses classical readout
pulses, which have a non-negative quasiprobability
distribution for s = 1. The bosonic coherent state
basis in this case is given by Tˆ (α;−1) = |α〉〈α|, and
thus
%ˆ =
∫
d2α
pi
P (α)|α〉〈α|. (21)
The distribution corresponding to the optical field is
then a Gaussian of the form
P (α) = 12piσxσp
e
− (x−x¯)2
2σ2x
− (p−p¯)2
2σ2p , (22)
representing a (possibly squeezed) thermal state of
light with x =
√
2 Reα and p =
√
2 Imα. The function
P (α) is non-negative and corresponds to a class of
quantum states called P-classical states. The method
of Ref. [14] can now be recast in our notation as
wout;o(p,
pi
2 ; 0) =
∫
dx√
pi
e
− (p−ηx)2
1+2σ2p wm(x, ϕ; 0) (23)
or equivalently,
wout;o(ηp,
pi
2 ; 0) =
∫
dx√
pi
e
− η2(p−x)2
1+2σ2p wm(x, ϕ; 0), (24)
where η is the strength of the mechanical position
measurement. Despite similarities between Eq. (24)
and our Eq. (13), there are important differences
providing an advantage to our method over that of
Ref. [14, 15]. First, by assuming the input to be P-
classical, one imposes the restriction that the variance
of the momentum quadrature of the readout is shot-
noise limited, i.e. σp in Eq. (22) and hence in Eq. (24)
is always non-negative. Thus, the sharpest mechan-
ical quadrature measurement possible within that
scheme is achieved in the limit σp → 0, corresponding
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to an optical coherent state readout. Consequently,
nonclassical states, in particular those with negative
P-functions that possess ill-defined P-function vari-
ances, e.g. squeezed coherent states, are not consid-
ered in this approach. In contrast, our method makes
no assumption about the classicality of the readout
optical field to arrive at Eqs. (13) and (18), allowing
us to use a nonclassical readout such as a squeezed
coherent state of light. This makes it possible to use
an optical readout field with a momentum variance
significantly below the shot-noise limit.
To extract the mechanical Wigner tomograms
wm;o(x, ϕ; 0) from the output optical tomograms
wout;o(p, pi2 ; 0) using Ref. [14, 15], the Gaussian convo-
lution kernel exp{−η2(p−x)2/(1+2σ2p)} on the r.h.s.
of Eq. (24) must be as narrow as possible to be ap-
proximated by a Dirac delta function. Using the best
classical readout with σp = 0, there are two possibili-
ties to achieve this goal.
(i) Increasing the strength of the readout pulses
such that η  1 [6]. This route, however, is
problematic, since the scaling on the l.h.s. of
Eq. (24) implies that increasing η also requires
larger sensitivity in the optical homodyne mea-
surement to access the optical tomograms over
the required range of values. Hence, it is desir-
able to work in a regime where η ≈ 1, leaving us
with the second possibility below.
(ii) Inverting the convolution on the r.h.s. of
Eq. (24) by applying a deconvolution map to the
output optical tomogram wout;o(ηp, pi2 ; 0) with
the kernel eη
2(p−x)2 . In theory this allows one to
compute the mechanical tomogram wm(x, ϕ; 0)
exactly. In practice, however, the numerical pro-
cess becomes very unstable when applied to real
experimental data [14], since the exponentially
rising kernel strongly amplifies any noise [19].
In contrast, our approach opens up a third possibil-
ity to overcome the smoothing problem above, namely
by using a nonclassical readout pulse. A careful com-
parison between Eq. (24) and our Eq. (13) shows that
the extra free parameter ε introduced into our model
via squeezing of the initial optical probe neither acts
as an scaling factor nor puts any strict lower bounds
on the variance of the momentum quadrature of the
readout. Consequently, using our approach one can
reliably set the scaling parameter 2χu ≈ 1, and ma-
nipulate the momentum squeezing to achieve, in prin-
ciple, an ordering parameter s? arbitrarily close to
zero. Our approach thus allows for an enhanced me-
chanical quadrature measurement without the previ-
ous difficulties, thereby overcoming one of the most
challenging problems in optomechanical tomography
through the use of momentum-squeezed probe light.
Figure 2: Witnessing P-function non-classicality. Us-
ing the method outlined in the main text (c.f. Fig. 1) one
can obtain a s-tomogram of the state of the mechani-
cal resonator. Using this s-tomogram, one computes (a)
the fictitious s-parameterized quasiprobability distribution
Wf(x, p; s) = wm(x; s)w0(p; s), where w0(p; s) is an s-
tomogram of the vacuum state, or (b) the fictitious dis-
tribution Wf(x, p; s) = wm(x; s)wm(p; s), using the same
tomogram for both quadratures. If either of the the resulting
functions does not correspond to a bona-fide density oper-
ator, then the state of the mechanical resonator has been
P-nonclassical.
2.4 Certification of mechanical nonclassicality
The method introduced above allows for the full re-
construction of s-parametrized quasiprobability dis-
tributions of a mechanical system in a new experi-
mental regime that is technically easier than previous
approaches. However, like every tomography method,
it requires a large number of tomograms. Below, we
show in detail that, if the goal is not full mechani-
cal tomography, but merely demonstrating mechani-
cal nonclassicality, this can be done much more simply
using a single s-parameterized mechanical tomogram.
In the following we focus on the nonclassicality
signified by negativities of the P-function, i.e. the
quasiprobability distribution for s = 1, as given in
Eq. (21). This is a favourable choice over the Wigner
function, since P-negativity is more resilient to noise
and loss, and captures some non-classical states, such
as squeezed vacuum states, which have a positive
Wigner function. Furthermore, P-function negativ-
ity can, in principle, be directly observed using ap-
propriate filtering of the homodyne data [20–22], or
witnessed without full tomography, using only a small
number of observables [23–27].
Unfortunately, these methods do not translate di-
rectly to our optomechanical scenario, where we only
have access to a restricted set of observables, namely,
tomograms. Nonetheless, building on a criterion in-
troduced by Park et al [28], a single mechanical to-
mogram can be used to witness nonclassicality as fol-
lows. Given a Wigner tomogram wm(x) of a quan-
tum state for some quadrature angle φ (here, for
brevity, we have dropped the phase from the argu-
ment of the tomograms), one can construct a ficti-
cious Wigner function (in the position-momentum ba-
sis) using the so-called first demarginalization maps
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wm(x) 7→ Wf(x, p) = wm(x)w0(p), where w0(p) =√
2 exp{−p2} is a marginal of the vacuum state. If
the fictitious Wigner function Wf(x, p) is not a legiti-
mate quantum state, then the state of the mechanical
resonator has been P-nonclassical, see Fig 2a.
In case the first demarginalization cannot certify
nonclassicality and the results are inconclusive, one
can consider the second demarginalization map which
uses a duplication of a single tomogram by changing
x→ p in wm(x), to construct a ficticious Wigner func-
tions as (wm(x), wm(x)) 7→ Wf(x, p) = wm(x)wm(p).
Similarly, the failure of Wf(x, p) to represent a legit-
imate quantum state implies the P-nonclassicality of
the state of the mechanical resonator, see Fig 2b. Im-
portantly, testing whether the result is a legitimate
Wigner function can be relatively simple in many
cases of interest [28]. These simple, necessary but
not sufficient, criteria are thereby able to detect the
nonclassicality of a large class of quantum states, in-
cluding phonon added thermal states, which are of
particular current interest.
As we show in detail in the Appendix E, this
procedure can be directly extended to any s-
parametrized quasiprobability distribution. Given
an s-parameterized tomogram of a quantum state,
wm(x; s), one can define the following two demarginal-
ization maps,
(wm(x; s), w0(x; s)) 7→Wf(x, p; s) = wm(x; s)w0(p; s),
(25)
(wm(x; s), wm(x; s)) 7→Wf(x, p; s) = wm(x; s)wm(p; s),
(26)
in which w0(x; s) is the s-parameterized tomo-
gram of the vacuum state and Wf(x, p; s) is the s-
parameterized quasiprobability distribution of a fic-
titious quantum state. The failure of either of the
distributions in Eq. (25) or (26) to represent a bona
fide quantum state implies the P-function nonclassi-
cality of the corresponding quantum state. In other
words, the two maps presented above provide neces-
sary nonclassicality criteria.
To verify the legitimacy of the quantum state corre-
sponding to the above fictitious quasiprobability dis-
tributions, one can simply employ all the arguments
provided in Ref. [28] by using appropriate quasiproba-
bility distributions to compute the matrix elements of
the fictitious density operator using the phase-space
trace relation. This shows that our method can be
used to verify P-function nonclassicality even in the
regime of weak interactions.
2.4.1 Effect of imperfections
An important question that remains is whether exper-
imental noise and losses could lead to a false positive
result in our proposed nonclassicality-verification pro-
cedure. Since any noise on the mechanical resonator
can be considered part of the mechanical quantum
state, we only have to study the effect of noise and
losses on the optical readout signal.
Considering first the readout channel before the op-
tomechanical interaction, note that the optical input
in Eq. (11) has a Gaussian Wigner function. Since
displacement operations as well as all experimental
noise and losses are represented by Gaussian chan-
nels [29], the state always remains Gaussian and can
easily be fully characterised; see for example [30]. One
can then use this experimentally characterized state
in Eq. (10) and proceed as before. Considering now
the noise and losses after the interaction, we show in
Appendix F that these commute with the interaction
and can thus be treated in the same way.
Given that these imperfections are well character-
ized, they can then be taken into account by cor-
recting the parameter s of the fictitious tomogram
w0(p; s) in Eq. (25). Curiously, this is not neces-
sary for our second nonclassicality criterion, Eq. (26),
which is immune to noise and losses by virtue of us-
ing the same measured tomogram for both quadra-
tures. The latter implies that both tomograms have
matching order parameters. Nonetheless, since the
legitimacy tests in Appendix E, require using the s-
parameterized phase-space trace rule, a good estimate
of the experimental s is necessary for both criteria.
Notably, a benchmarking of the error is always pos-
sible experimentally [28] by preparing classical states
of the mechanics, e.g. thermal states at different tem-
peratures. As a result, the reliability of our nonclas-
sicality criteria is not affected by the reduction in the
experimentally achievable s due to noise and loss ef-
fects. Moreover, since the demarginalization maps of
Eqs. (25) and (26) are informationally equivalent for
all values of s, the above mentioned reduction does
not decrease the power of our nonclassicality criteria.
We now comment briefly on the effect of
displacement-amplitude fluctuations that cause ran-
dom fluctuations in the interaction strength χ given
by Eq. (6). First, we note that both displacements
would in practice be performed using the same laser
and can thus be implemented using inherently stable
designs, such as Sagnac or polarization-based interfer-
ometers. Second, our scheme properly measures only
one mechanical quadrature at a time, and it is well-
known that a single quadrature of a harmonic oscil-
lator is a continuous quantum non-demolition (QND)
observable that can be measured precisely and con-
tinuously [31]. In our scenario, this is reflected in
the fact that for any pulse length τ the mechanical
bosonic annihilation operator b′ commutes with itself
(see Eq. (69) in Appendix B), meaning that there is no
back-action from light onto the mechanics in our mea-
surement scheme [32]. Third, in light of Eq. (12) it
turns out that fluctuations in the amplitude and con-
sequently χ only affect the width of the tomographic
kernel, namely it corresponds to small fluctuations in
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the parameter s? given by Eq. (15). Therefore, as long
as fluctuations give rise to small relative errors in the
ordering parameter, they can be safely ignored. Fi-
nally, we emphasize here that amplitude fluctuations
are not amplified when squeezing is exploited as it
takes place before the displacement.
Besides the above analysis, it is important to con-
sider the possibility of false positive (or false negative)
results due to experimental noise and finite statis-
tics. For this we first use the following Lemma from
Ref. [33]:
Lemma 2. The set of P-classical states is nowhere
dense in the whole bosonic state space [33].
Lemma 2 together with the fact that the set of P-
classical states is closed implies that this set can-
not have an accumulation point within the bosonic
state space that is not P-classical. The latter means
that, for every P-nonclassical state there exists a suf-
ficiently small epsilon-ball (in state space) which con-
tains no P-classical states. In other words, given
a P-nonclassical state, it will remain P-nonclassical
under sufficiently small perturbations. As a conse-
quence, our (or any) method for nonclassicality de-
tection is robust to fluctuations and finite-statistics
effects for false-positive results, as long as these are
small enough.
In practice, the fluctuations might of course be
larger, such that they could in principle lead to false
conclusions. Similar problems are well-known from
quantum state tomography, where statistical fluctua-
tions might, for example, make a state look entangled,
although it is separable. Such false positives can be
identified using standard techniques such as Monte-
Carlo resampling according to the known experimen-
tal error model. Such techniques are, for instance,
well established in the context of discrete-variable
quantum tomography and produce reliable confidence
regions for the reconstructed quantum state. In these
methods the finite-statistic problem is taken care of
by choosing a sufficiently large number of samples,
typically determined by the properties of the state of
interest through Hoeffding’s inequality.
On the other hand, given an initial nonclassical
state, noisy measurements can wash out the non-
classical features and lead to a false-negative result.
While this cannot be avoided in general, it should
be noted that the arguments above imply that suffi-
ciently small fluctuations will preserve the nonclassi-
cal features. However, the exact magnitude of noise
and finite statistics that can be tolerated depends on
the nonclassicality of the state under test and the con-
ditions of the experiment.
2.5 Experimental Proposal
We now describe a practical protocol for perform-
ing tomography of a mechanical resonator using our
technique. First, recall that the phase ϕ is set by
the pulse duration τ via the condition of Eq. (8) and
substituting into Eq. (5). For a given pulse duration
and depending on the optomechanical system param-
eters, the best pulse amplitude is then |α| = r such
that the energy-time uncertainty relation is satisfied.
Although using these parameters fixes the readout
quadrature to ϕ = ϕ0, Eq. (20) shows that arbitrary
quadrature angles ϕd can be probed by exploiting
the free evolution of the mechanics in the time de-
lay τd between state preparation and readout, which
can be precisely controlled in practice, see Fig 1a. For
each quadrature angle, one then measures the momen-
tum tomogram of the Wigner function of the reflected
light, from which the mechanical tomogram can be ex-
tracted by simple rescaling according to Eq. (20). Re-
peating this process for each required tomogram, on
obtains enough information to fully reconstruct the
Wigner function of the mechanical resonator.
We will now study the parameters of a few state-
of-the-art optomechanical experiments to test the fea-
sibility of our approach. For this analysis we will
consider no squeezing in the initial optical state, i.e.
ε = 0, as squeezing remains a challenging task in
practice. Furthermore, since the optical pulses re-
quired for all these systems are relatively long, it in-
curs no experimental complications to assume that
the pulse length can be chosen close to the optimal
τ ∼ pi/ωmec, with a relative stability on the order of
10−4, which, using Eqs. (5) and (8), implies u ∼ 2
and χ ∼
√
k/2
√
3 for k ∈ 2Z+. In practice, these
pulses would be generated by chopping continuous-
wave lasers and can thus not only be timed very pre-
cisely, but also inherit the bandwidth and coherence
properties of the parent laser enabling displacement-
counter-displacement operations (as shown in Fig. 1a)
to high accuracy. We will study the more difficult
task of reconstructing the mechanical Wigner func-
tion, rather than other s-parameterized quasiproba-
bility distributions. We thus compute the require-
ments for χ ∼ 3 to satisfy the condition of Eq. (19),
up to the order of 10−3, which is below other typical
noise sources in the experiment. Note that, Eq. (8)
also requires a relative stability of the laser power on
the order of 10−3.
The relevant parameters for a number of optome-
chanical systems, taken mainly from Ref. [1] are sum-
marized in Tab. 1. We note that although many
of these systems are indeed in the resolved sideband
regime, they could nonetheless employ our technique
by sufficiently decreasing the quality factor of the used
optical cavities, as outlined in Tab. 1. Let us now
consider explicitly kHz-frequency resonators such as
Si3N4 membranes [34, 35], which are promising candi-
dates for ground-state cooling [36] and state prepara-
tion via measurement-based methods [7]. In this case,
the required pulse duration is on the order of tens
of microseconds, which can easily be achieved, even
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Reference ωm [Hz] mass [kg] Γm [Hz] g0 [Hz] κo [Hz] κo/ωm opt τ [s] pulse Energy [J]
Kleckner et al [34] 9.7× 103 1.1× 10−10 1.3× 10−2 22 4.7× 105 55 ∼ 2.1× 10−4 ∼ 5.5× 10−13
Murch et al [40] 4.2× 104 10−22 103 6× 105 6.6× 105 15.7 ∼ 4.8× 10−5 ∼ 1.4× 10−20
Norte et al [35] 1.5× 105 10−12 1.4× 10−3 102 106 6 ∼ 1.3× 10−5 ∼ 6.4× 10−12
Thompson et al [41] 1.3× 105 4× 10−11 0.12 50 5× 105 3.7 ∼ 1.5× 10−5 ∼ 1.9× 10−11
Anguiano et al [42] 20× 109 7.7× 10−12 2× 106 4.8× 107 3.4× 1010 1.72 ∼ 10−10 ∼ 4.9× 10−13
Arcizet et al [43] 8.1× 105 1.9× 10−7 81 1.2 106 1.3 ∼ 2.5× 10−6 ∼ 1.3× 10−6
Cuthbertson et al [44] 103 1.85 2.5× 10−6 1.2× 10−3 275 0.9 ∼ 2× 10−3 ∼ 2.0× 10−6
Gröblacher et al [36] 9.5× 105 1.4× 10−10 1.4× 102 3.9 2× 105 0.22 ∼ 2.1× 10−6 ∼ 1.7× 10−7
Chan et al [45] 3.9× 109 3.1× 10−16 3.9× 103 9× 105 5× 108 0.13 ∼ 5.1× 10−10 ∼ 5.3× 10−11
Verhagen et al [46] 7.8× 107 1.9× 10−12 3.4× 103 3.4× 103 7.1× 106 0.09 ∼ 2.6× 10−8 ∼ 1.5× 10−9
Teufel et al [47] 1.1× 107 4.8× 10−14 32 2× 102 2× 105 0.02 ∼ 1.8× 10−7 ∼ 8.5× 10−9
Table 1: Experimental parameters for different optomechanical systems. For each system we provide the optimal pulse length
τ for the probe pulse used by our scheme, together with the required pulse energy for Wigner-function tomography based on
the parameter assumptions ε = 0, u = 2, and χ ∼ 3.
with gain-switched CW-lasers. In view of Eqs. (6)
and (8), the requirements on the optical power to
reach χ ∼ 3 then depends on the optomechanical
coupling strength g0 for the respective system and
the readout displacement amplitude. In practice, op-
tical powers on the order of mW or below are suffi-
cient for almost all systems presented in Tab. 1. Evi-
dently, it must be ensured that these powers are tol-
erated by the corresponding mechanical resonators,
which are typically operated at lower optical powers.
Should it be necessary to decrease the optical power
impinging on the resonator to prevent damaging it,
one could consider using a train of readout pulses with
a repetition rate equal to the mechanical frequency
and a total duration much shorter than the mechan-
ical decay time. This approach greatly decreases the
required optical power without incurring significant
added noise.
Note, that the input power requirements of our
method can be decreased significantly by using a low
finesse optical cavity, such that the optical decay rate
κo is much larger than the mechanical frequency ωm.
As an example, the system of Ref. [34] in Tab. 1 has
a suitable cavity with a sideband resolution factor of
κo/ωmec ∼ 50, and is thus in the ideal regime for our
method. Making use of the optical cavity with a fi-
nesse of ∼ 3 × 104, the required optical power is on
the order of 10−13 W. Optical displacements [37] and
homodyne tomography of the optical output field can
then be performed using standard methods [38, 39].
Finally, we would like to point out that the use of
squeezed readout light, though not necessary, would
be highly beneficial for our protocol through reduc-
ing the requirements on amplitude and precision of
the optical displacement operations. Specifically, one
could choose χ ∼ 1 which, in turn, requires a squeez-
ing parameter ε ∼ ln(3) to reach the same approx-
imation as before. This is equivalent to a vacuum
squeezing of ∼ 9.5dB, which is achievable with cur-
rent technology. In this case, both the requirements of
Eqs. (8) and (19) are satisfied easily without high pre-
cision in the control of the laser power. Importantly,
we note that squeezing does not affect the required
stability in the laser power, as it takes place before the
displacement. Furthermore, the squeezing parameter
does not enter into the interaction transformation of
Eq. (9), implying that it need not even be precisely
characterized, as long as Eq. (19) is satisfied.
3 Discussion
We have introduced a method that allows for
the tomographic reconstruction of the phase space
quasiprobability distributions of a mechanical res-
onator in a regime where the commonly used rotating-
wave approximation does not hold. In contrast to con-
ventional methods in which motional sidebands are
resolved with the help of a high quality optical cavity,
our approach fits within the bad or no cavity regime.
As a result, our technique is applicable to a wide range
of experiments. Taking into account the full optome-
chanical Hamiltonian, we demonstrated that, even in
this regime, the mechanical quadrature distributions
can be imprinted onto an optical field through the
radiation pressure interaction. Carefully controlling
for back-action, optical displacements, and the opti-
cal Kerr effect, we showed how this information can be
extracted using established methods and current tech-
nology. Finally, we discussed how our approach could
be used to witness nonclassicality of the mechanical
state in a much more resource-efficient way without
requiring full quantum state reconstruction. We an-
ticipate that our tomographic technique will enable
the reconstruction of the quantum states of motion
of mechanical resonators, and verify their potential
nonclassicality, in a wide range of experimental plat-
forms, without the challenging requirements of alter-
native approaches.
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4 Methods
4.1 Phase-space representation
Bosonic continuous-variable quantum systems are
best described using a quantum phase-space repre-
sentation with respect to two orthogonal quadratures,
such as position and momentum. For such a represen-
tation one requires an informationally-complete set
of basis operators, which are commonly taken to be
the Weyl-Wigner operators Tˆ (α; s) =
∫
d2ξ
pi exp{αξ∗−
α∗ξ + s2 |ξ|2}Dˆ(ξ), for a complex-valued phase-space
point α ∈ C and distribution parameter s ∈ [−1, 1] [8].
Here, Dˆ(ξ)= exp{ξa† − ξ∗a} is the displacement op-
erator by the value ξ ∈ C, and a (a†) is the bosonic
annihilation (creation) operator. Weyl-Wigner oper-
ators are normal, complete, and satisfy the orthogo-
nality (duality) relation,
TrTˆ (α; s)=1, (27)∫
d2α
pi
Tˆ (α; s) = Iˆ , (28)
TrTˆ (α; s)Tˆ (β;−s)=piδ(2)(α−β), (29)
respectively. As a result, we can expand any operator
Λˆ in this basis as
Λˆ =
∫
d2α
pi
WΛˆ(α; s)Tˆ (α;−s). (30)
The distribution WΛˆ(α; s) = TrΛˆTˆ (α; s) is known as
the s-parameterized quasiprobability distribution of
the operator Λˆ, which includes as special cases [8]
the Husimi-Kano Q-function [48, 49] for s = −1, the
Wigner [50] function for s = 0, and the Glauber-
Sudarshan P-function [51, 52] for s = 1. Crucially,
these distributions, which are easily generalized to the
multipartite case [9], are not, in general, legitimate
probability distributions, as they can take negative
values. If the operator Λˆ is a quantum state, then such
negative values are the primary signature of nonclassi-
cal behaviour [9, 53], and can always be detected using
direct observation via tomographic methods [12, 20–
22] or nonclassicality criteria [23–27, 54, 55].
Using Eq. (30) and the duality relation of Eq. (29),
the trace operation can be expressed in terms of
phase-space distributions as
TrΛˆΥˆ =
∫
d2α
pi
WΛˆ(α; s)WΥˆ(α;−s). (31)
Finally, it is sometimes more natural to work with
position-momentum coordinates, in which case d2α =
dReαdImα = dqdp2 , and WΛˆ(α; s) = 2piWΛˆ(q, p; s), so
that∫
d2α
pi
WΛˆ(α; s) =
∫
dqdpWΛˆ(q, p; s) = 1. (32)
Figure 3: Traditional Wigner-function tomography. (a)
The continuous-variable quantum system, in an initially un-
known quantum state, is subject to quadrature measure-
ments, for example, through homodyne detection. (b) Using
a sufficiently large number of quadrature measurements (de-
pending on the complexity of the unknown state), an inverse
Radon transformation (IRT) can be used to reconstruct the
Wigner function of the unknown state.
4.2 Phase-space tomography
While the quasiprobability distribution of an un-
known quantum state cannot be measured directly,
it can be tomographically reconstructed using a
set of experimentally accessible marginal quadra-
ture distributions or tomograms. Recall that the φ-
quadrature of a bosonic field is given by xˆ(φ) =(
ae−iφ + a†eiφ
)
/
√
2 with eigenvalues and eigenvec-
tors defined by the eigenvalue equation xˆ(φ)|x(φ)〉 =
x(φ)|x(φ)〉. The set of all projections onto quadrature
eigenstates {Πˆ(x, φ) = |x(φ)〉〈x(φ)|} for x ∈ R and
φ ∈ [0, 2pi), known as tomographic operators, forms
an informationally complete operator basis [12, 56].
One can then define the set of tomograms {w(x, φ)}
for a quantum state %ˆ as
w(x, φ) = Tr%ˆΠˆ(x, φ) = 〈x(φ)|%ˆ|x(φ)〉, (33)
Using Eq. (31), this tomographic relation can be ex-
pressed in terms of Wigner functions as,
w(x, φ) =
∫
d2α
pi
W%ˆ(α; 0)WΠˆ(x,φ)(α; 0), (34)
whereW%ˆ(α; 0) is the Wigner function of the quantum
state, and
WΠˆ(x,φ)(α; 0) = δ(x−
eiφα∗ + e−iφα√
2
) (35)
is the Wigner function of the tomographic operator
Πˆ(x, φ). Equation (34), also known as a Radon trans-
formation, can be interpreted as sampling the Wigner
function of a quantum state %ˆ with strings of zero
width, see Fig. 4a. In turn, a sufficiently large set of
tomograms can be used to reconstruct the Wigner
function via an inverse Radon transformation, see
Fig. 3. In short,
W%ˆ(α; 0)
Radon transf.7−−−−−−−−→
Tr%ˆΠˆ(x,φ)
{w(x, φ)},
{w(x, φ)} Inverse Radon transf.7−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ W%ˆ(α; 0).
(36)
The tomographic relation (33) can be generalized to
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arbitrary phase-space quasiprobability distributions
with s > 0 as [57]
w(x, φ) =
∫
d2α
pi
W%ˆ(α; s)WΠˆ(x,φ)(α;−s), (37)
with the tomographic operator
WΠˆ(x,φ)(α;−s) =
1√
spi
exp{−
(x− eiφα∗+e−iφα√2 )2
s
}.
(38)
In analogy with the Radon transform, Eq. (37) can
be interpreted as sampling an s-parameterized phase-
space quasiprobability distribution with a string with
Gaussian cross section of finite width, see Fig. 4b.
Notably, Eqs. (34) and (37) connect the same ex-
perimentally measured tomograms w(x, φ) to differ-
ent quasiprobability representations of the underlying
quantum state.
Figure 4: Radon transform over phase space. (a) We can
think of the standard Radon transform of Eq. (34) as sam-
pling Wigner function of a quantum system along different
quadrature axes via a string of zero width (a Dirac delta func-
tion cross section). (b) In the case of Eq. (37), one samples
an s-parametrized quasiprobability distribution with a string
of finite width, that is, a Gaussian cross section.
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Appendices
A Disentangling the interaction
The full unitary interaction can be written as
Dˆ(−α)e−iτ0ωoa†a−iτ0ωmb†be−iτ [ωoa†a+ωmb†b+g0a†a(b†+b)]Dˆ(α) =
Dˆ(−α)e−i(τ0+τ)ωoa†a−iτ0ωmb†be−iτ [ωmb†b+g0a†a(b†+b)]Dˆ(α)
(39)
in which Dˆ(α) = exp{αa† − α∗a} is the optical displacement operator, τˆ is light pulse duration, and τ0 is the
time between the optomechanical interaction and the optical displacement. The r.h.s of Eq. (39) follows from
the fact that a†a commutes with all other terms of the Hamiltonian. Now, to disentangle the mechanical free
evolution during the optomechanical interaction, we use the disentangling relations (2.34) and (2.85)–(2.87) of
Ref. [58], namely
exp{θ[α1b†b+ α2b+ α3b†]} = exp{f3b†} exp{f1b†b} exp{f2b} exp{fx(θ)}
= exp{f1b†b} exp{f4b†} exp{f2b} exp{fx(θ)}
= exp{f1b†b} exp{f2b+ f4b†} exp{fx(θ)− 12f2f4}
= exp{f1b†b} exp{f2b+ f4b†} exp{f5},
(40)
where
f1 = α1θ, f2 =
α2
α1
(eθα1 − 1), f3 = α3
α1
(eθα1 − 1), fx = α2α3
α21
(eθα1 − θα1 − 1),
f4 = f3e−f1 =
α3
α1
(1− e−θα1), f5 = α2α3
α21
(sinh(θα1)− θα1).
(41)
This gives
Dˆ(−α)e−iτ0ωoa†ae−iτ0ωmb†be−iτ [ωoa†a+ωmb†b+g0a†a(b†+b)]Dˆ(α) =
Dˆ(−α)e−i(τ0+τ)ωoa†ae−i(τ+τ0)ωmb†be g0ωm a†a[(1−eiωmτ )b†+(e−iωmτ−1)b]e
g20
ω2m
(a†a)2[iωmτ−i sin(ωmτ)]
Dˆ(α) =
e−i(τ+τ0)ωmb
†bDˆ(−α)e−i(τ0+τ)ωoa†ae
g20
ω2mec
(a†a)2[iωmτ−i sin(ωmτ)]
e
g0
ωm a
†a(µb†−µ∗b)Dˆ(α) =
e−i(τ+τ0)ωmb
†b︸ ︷︷ ︸ Dˆ(−α)e−i(τ0+τ)ωoa†aDˆ(α)︸ ︷︷ ︸ Dˆ(−α)e g
2
0
ω2m
(a†a)2[iωmτ−i sin(ωmτ)]
Dˆ(α)︸ ︷︷ ︸ Dˆ(−α)e g0ωm a†a(µb†−µ∗b)Dˆ(α)︸ ︷︷ ︸,
µ = 1− eiωmτ ,
(42)
in which Dˆ(α) = exp{αa† − α∗a} is the optical displacement operator. In Eq. (42), whenever needed we have
used the fact that the optical and mechanical mode operators commute, and that a†a commutes with all other
terms of the Hamiltonian. In the resulting expression, we note that the first bracket is the free rotation of the
mechanics in phase space, which can be eliminated by moving to a rotating frame with frequency ωm.
It is important to note that the optical state that we will be reconstructing contains all the evolutions described
by the second, third, and fourth unitary evolutions. Using the displacement relations
Dˆ(−α)aDˆ(α) = a+ α, Dˆ(−α)a†Dˆ(α) = a† + α∗, (43)
the second bracket is understood to be the free rotation of the optical field around a phase space point located
at −α. The inverse of this operation can be easily applied to the reconstructed optical state and can thus be
neglected for now.
The third bracket represents a bare nonlinear Kerr effect on the optical mode. The effect of this evolution
can also be removed from the reconstructed optical state using numerical techniques. However, in the linearized
regime we can take it into account as follows. Using Eq. (43), setting α = reiθ, and noting the fact that
|α| = r  1, we can approximate
Dˆ(−α)e
g20
ω2m
(a†a)2[iωmτ−i sin(ωmτ)]
Dˆ(α) ' e
g20r
2
ω2m
[4a†a+2r(eiθa†+e−iθa)+(e2iθa†2+e−2iθa2)+r2+1][iωmτ−i sin(ωmτ)]
= eχ
2[4a†a+2r(eiθa†+e−iθa)+(e2iθa†2+e−2iθa2)][iωmτ−i sin(ωmτ)],
χ = g0r
ωm
,
(44)
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where we have kept only the terms of order r2 or higher, and have ignored the overall phases corresponding to
r2 + 1. We can also rewrite the last bracket of Eq. (42) as
e
g0
ωm (a
†+α∗)(a+α)(µb†−µ∗b), (45)
and linearise the exponent as
g0
ωm
(a† + α∗)(a+ α)(µb† − µ∗b)
= g0
ωm
(α∗µab† − αµ∗a†b) + g0
ωm
(αµa†b† − α∗µ∗ab) + g0
ωm
a†a(µb† − µ∗b) + g0
ωm
r2(µb† − µ∗b)
' g0ru
ωm
(eiθa† + e−iθa+ r)(eiϕb† − e−iϕb),
(46)
where µ = 1− eiωmτ = ueiϕ so that
u = |µ| =
√
2(1− cosωmτ),
ϕ = tan−1
(
sinωmτ
1− cosωmτ
)
= tan−1 (cot (ωmτ/2)) = (m+ 1/2)pi − ωmτ/2, m ∈ Z+.
(47)
Curiously, the radiation pressure interaction term g0ωm a
†a(µb† + µ∗b), has become negligible in Eq. (46), since
g0
ωm
 g0ruωm and can thus be omitted. Note that this also requires that u be chosen large enough, which implies
that the optimal pulse length τ is on the order of half the mechanical period. We can now define the new optical
mode annihilation operator a˜θ := ae−iθ + r2 and the new mechanical annihilation operator b˜ϕ = be−iϕ to get
e
g0
ωm (a
†+α∗)(a+α)(µb†−µ∗b) ' eχu(a˜†θ+a˜θ)(b˜†ϕ−b˜ϕ). (48)
Note that, since 0 6 u 6 2 and we work in a parameter regime where χu = g0ruωm ∼ 1−10, it follows that χ2 > χ
and hence the optical Kerr effect in Eq. (44) is not negligible compared to the interaction term of Eq. (48).
Using the linearised evolutions of Eqs. (44) and (48), we can now rewrite Eq. (42) as
Uˆo Uˆk Uˆom,
Uˆom = eχu(a˜
†
θ
+a˜θ)(b˜†ϕ−b˜ϕ),
Uˆk = eχ2[4a†a+2r(eiθa†+e−iθa)+(e2iθa†2+e−2iθa2)][iωmτ−i sin(ωmτ)],
Uˆo = Dˆ(−α)e−i(τ0+τ)ωoa†aDˆ(α).
(49)
B Transformation of the bosonic operators
B.1 Optomechanical interaction
As outlined in the main text, we can now use Eq. (49) to compute the transformation of the vector of bosonic
operators ~ˆA := (a†, b†, a, b) under the optomechanical interaction given by
~ˆA′ = Uˆom ~ˆAUˆ†om. (50)
Exploiting the properties of symplectic transformations [17], we know that if Uˆ = exp( 12 ~ˆA lnMΣ ~ˆAT), with
Σ =
(
0 I
−I 0
)
, then Uˆ ~ˆAUˆ† = ~ˆAM . In terms of the new the new field operators a˜θ and b˜ϕ,
Uˆom = exp{χu2
(
a˜†θ b˜
†
ϕ a˜θ b˜ϕ
)
0 −1 0 −1
1 0 −1 0
0 −1 0 −1
−1 0 1 0


a˜θ
b˜ϕ
−a˜†θ
−b˜†ϕ
}, (51)
which gives
lnM = χu

0 −1 0 −1
1 0 −1 0
0 −1 0 −1
−1 0 1 0
 , (52)
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and thus,
M =

1 −χu 0 −χu
χu 1 −χu 0
0 −χu 1 −χu
−χu 0 χu 1
 , M−1 =

1 χu 0 χu
−χu 1 χu 0
0 χu 1 χu
χu 0 −χu 1
 , (53)
with detM = 1. Using the matrix of Eq. (53), we find
Uˆoma˜†θUˆ†om = a˜†θ + χu(b˜†ϕ − b˜ϕ) = a†eiθ +
r
2 − i
√
2χuPˆ (ϕ),
Uˆomb˜†ϕUˆ†om = b˜†ϕ − χu(a˜†θ + a˜θ) = b†eiϕ −
√
2χu[xˆ(θ) + r]
Uˆoma˜θUˆ†om = a˜θ − χu(b˜†ϕ − b˜ϕ) = ae−iθ +
r
2 + i
√
2χuPˆ (ϕ),
Uˆomb˜ϕUˆ†om = b˜ϕ − χu(a˜†θ + a˜θ) = be−iϕ −
√
2χu[xˆ(θ) + r],
(54)
where Pˆ (ϕ) = 1
i
√
2 (be
−iϕ − b†eiϕ) = 1√2 (be−i(ϕ+
pi
2 ) + b†ei(ϕ+pi2 )) = Xˆ(ϕ + pi2 ) is the (ϕ +
pi
2 )-quadrature of the
mechanics, and xˆ(θ) = 1√2 (a
†eiθ + ae−iθ) is the θ-quadrature of the optical field. Making use of Eq. (50),
Uˆoma˜θUˆ†om = UˆomaUˆ†ome−iθ +
r
2 = a
′e−iθ + r2 ,
Uˆomb˜ϕUˆ†om = UˆombUˆ†ome−iϕ = b′e−iϕ,
(55)
and thus, by virtue of Eq. (54), we find the following relations similar to that of Eq. (9) in the main text,
a′† = a† + i
√
2χue−iθXˆ(ϕ+ pi2 ),
b′† = b† −
√
2χue−iϕ[xˆ(θ) + r],
a′ = a− i
√
2χueiθXˆ(ϕ+ pi2 ),
b′ = b−
√
2χueiϕ[xˆ(θ) + r].
(56)
As a consequence of the properties of the symplectic groupM represents a canonical (not necessarily unitary)
transformation. This can be easily verified by computing the bosonic commutation relations [a′†, a′] = [b′†, b′] =
1 and [a′, b′] = [a′†, b′†] = 0. Note that the last term of the linearised Hamiltonian, Eq. (46), only causes
a constant displacement of the mechanics and could thus be absorbed into an initial displacement b 7→ b −√
2χureiϕ. Finally, the transformation corresponding to Eq. (56) is given by
S =

1 −χueiθe−iϕ 0 −χueiθeiϕ
iχue−iθei(ϕ+
pi
2 ) 1 −iχueiθei(ϕ+pi2 ) 0
0 −χue−iθe−iϕ 1 −χue−iθeiϕ
iχue−iθe−i(ϕ+
pi
2 ) 0 −iχueiθe−i(ϕ+pi2 ) 1

=

1 −χueiθe−iϕ 0 −χueiθeiϕ
−χue−iθeiϕ 1 χueiθeiϕ 0
0 −χue−iθe−iϕ 1 −χue−iθeiϕ
χue−iθe−iϕ 0 −χueiθe−iϕ 1
 ,
S−1 =

1 χueiθe−iϕ 0 χueiθeiϕ
χue−iθeiϕ 1 −χueiθeiϕ 0
0 χue−iθe−iϕ 1 χue−iθeiϕ
−χue−iθe−iϕ 0 χueiθe−iϕ 1
 ,
detS = 1.
(57)
B.2 Kerr interaction
Along the same lines we can now evaluate the effect of the Kerr interaction on the optical field. Again, given
the vector of bosonic operators ~ˆA := (a†, b†, a, b), we evaluate the output mode operators
~ˆA′ = Uˆk ~ˆAUˆ†k . (58)
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To find the result, we first define the new mode operators [18]
a¯ = ae−iθ + r3 . (59)
Substituting Eq. (59) into the exponent of Uˆk in Eq. (49), we obtain
4a†a+ 2r(eiθa† + e−iθa) + (e2iθa†2 + e−2iθa2) = 4a¯†a¯+ a¯†2 + a¯2 − 69r
2.
The r2 term is just an overall phase factor which can be changed arbitrarily. Therefore, in terms of the new the
new field operators a¯, we have
Uˆk = exp{χ2[iωmτ − i sin(ωmτ)]
(
a¯† a¯
)(2 −1
1 −2
)(
a¯
−a¯†
)
},
Using the same relation as in Sec. B.1,
lnM = 2iv
(
2 −1
1 −2
)
,
where v = χ2[ωmτ − sin(ωmτ)], and thus,
M =
(
cos v¯ + 2i√3 sin v¯ − i√3 sin v¯
i√
3 sin v¯ cos v¯ − 2i√3 sin v¯
)
, M−1 =
(
cos v¯ − 2i√3 sin v¯ i√3 sin v¯
− i√3 sin v¯ cos ¯¯v + 2i√3 sin v¯
)
, (60)
in which v¯ = 2
√
3v, and we have . Using the matrix of Eq. (60), we find
Uˆka¯Uˆ†k = −
i√
3
a¯† sin v¯ + a¯[cos v¯ − 2i√
3
sin v¯]
= − i√
3
a†eiθ sin v¯ + ae−iθ(cos v¯ − 2i√
3
sin v¯) + (13 cos v¯ −
i√
3
sin v¯)r.
(61)
Next, we have,
Uˆka¯Uˆ†k = UˆkaUˆ†ke−iθ +
r
3 = a
′e−iθ + r3 . (62)
Equating this with Eq. (61), we find
a′ = − i√
3
a†e2iθ sin v¯ + a(cos v¯ − 2i√
3
sin v¯) + eiθ(13 cos v¯ −
i√
3
sin v¯ − 13)r. (63)
The linear transformation corresponding to Eq. (63) is thus given by
~ˆA′ = ~ˆA
(
cos v¯ + 2i√3 sin v¯ − i√3e2iθ sin v¯
i√
3e
−2iθ sin v¯ cos v¯ − 2i√3 sin v¯
)
+ ~D, (64)
where the displacement vector ~D is defined as
~D = (D∗ D) = r3
(
eiθ(cos v¯ + i
√
3 sin v¯ − 1) , e−iθ(cos v¯ − i
√
3 sin v¯ − 1)
)
. (65)
B.3 Optical transformation
We now consider the effect of the last unitary evolution in Eq. (49), namely, Uˆo = Dˆ(−α)e−i(τ0+τ)ωoa†aDˆ(α).
This time, it is very easy to find the corresponding transformation in the Wigner representation using Lemma 1
(see the next section C for the proof this lemma). The action of the displacement operator on the mode operators
is given by Eq. (43), while the action of the phase-rotation operator is well-known to be
e−iΘa
†aaeiΘa
†a = aeiΘ, e−iΘa
†aa†eiΘa
†a = a†e−iΘ. (66)
It is then straightforward to evaluate the following:
a′ = UˆoaUˆ†o = aei(τ0+τ)ωo + (ei(τ0+τ)ωo − 1)α. (67)
This represents a rotation of the optical field in phase space by an angle of (τ0 + τ)ωo around the phase-space
point α.
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B.4 The total evolution
To obtain the effect of the overall evolution operator as described in Eq. (49), we simply combine the results of
Eqs (50), (63), and (67). First, combining the Kerr effect with the optomechanical interaction gives
a′ = − i√
3
a†e2iθ sin v¯ + a(cos v¯ − 2i√
3
sin v¯) + (13 cos v¯ −
i√
3
sin v¯ − 13)e
iθr − i
√
2χueiθXˆ(ϕ+ pi2 ),
b′ = b−
√
2χueiϕ[xˆ(θ) + r].
(68)
Next, after the optical displacement, the final transformation is obtained as
a′ = − i√
3
a†e−i[(τ0+τ)ωo−2θ] sin v¯ + aei(τ0+τ)ωo(cos v¯ − 2i√
3
sin v¯)
+ reiθ
[(
ei(τ0+τ)ωo − 23
)
cos v¯ − i√
3
(
e−i(τ0+τ)ωo + 2ei(τ0+τ)ωo − 2
)
sin v¯ − 13
]
− i
√
2χueiθXˆ(ϕ+ pi2 ),
b′ = b−
√
2χueiϕ[xˆ(θ) + r].
(69)
In Eq. (69), we have considered the most general situation to obtain the transformations. However, these
expressions can be simplified by some general considerations. One instance, presented in the main text, is as
follows. The initial phase of the optical mode, θ, is being set by the internal clock of the probe laser which will
be further used for the homodyne measurement of the light. Therefore, we can set θ = 0, that is α = r ∈ R.
Consequently,
a′ = − i√
3
a†e−i(τ0+τ)ωo sin v¯ + aei(τ0+τ)ωo(cos v¯ − 2i√
3
sin v¯)
+ r
[(
ei(τ0+τ)ωo − 23
)
cos v¯ − i√
3
(
e−i(τ0+τ)ωo + 2ei(τ0+τ)ωo − 2
)
sin v¯ − 13
]
− i
√
2χuXˆ(ϕ+ pi2 ),
b′ = b−
√
2χueiϕ[xˆ+ r].
(70)
Another simplification can be obtained by noting that one can arrange the delay for the displacement of the
output optical field (τ0) with high accuracy in such a way that (τ0 + τ)ωo = m2pi for m ∈ N. This gives
a′ = − i√
3
a† sin v¯ + a(cos v¯ − 2i√
3
sin v¯)
+ r
(
1
3 cos v¯ −
i√
3
sin v¯ − 13
)
− i
√
2χuXˆ(ϕ+ pi2 ),
b′ = b−
√
2χueiϕ[xˆ+ r].
(71)
Finally, if we choose the probe pulse duration τ in such a way that sin(v¯) = 0, we will obtain the simplest
transformation equations. For this, we recall that v¯ = 2
√
3v = 2
√
3χ2[ωmτ − sin(ωmτ)]. As τ 6= 0⇒ v¯ 6= 0, we
must have
v¯ = kpi, for k ∈ N ⇒ ωmτ − sin(ωmτ) = kpi2√3χ2 . (72)
In general, it is always possible to find a pair of parameters (τ, r), such that 0  ωmτ  2pi, and Eq. (72) is
satisfied. However, as indicated earlier, the optimal pulse length to achieve u = 2 is ωmτ = pi. In this case,
the condition in Eq. (72) can be satisfied by adjust the amplitude r of the optical coherent state, and thus the
parameter χ. Chosing τ such that v¯ = kpi, we obtain{
a′ = −a− 23r − i
√
2χuXˆ(ϕ+ pi2 ) k odd
a′ = a− i√2χuXˆ(ϕ+ pi2 ) k even
,
b′ = b−
√
2χueiϕ[xˆ+ r],
(73)
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where u and ϕ are given by Eq. (47). We see that, for even k, the displacement term completely goes away, and
we arrive at Eq. (9), that is,
a′ = a− i
√
2χuXˆ(ϕ+ pi2 ),
b′ = b−
√
2χueiϕ[xˆ+ r].
(74)
To summarize our parameter choices, consider the case where we choose the optimal pulse length τ such that
ωmτ = pi. This implies u = 2 and by Eq. (72), for example for k = 32, χ =
√
16√
3 ≈ 3.04, which is within the
required range for Wigner function tomography using our method, without exploiting squeezing. Alternatively,
if one does not have precise control over the amplitude r of the input optical coherent state, then for any value
of χ ∼ 1 − 10, one can find a pulse length that satisfies the condition in Eq. (72) with u 6= 0, for the purpose
of Wigner function tomography. Importantly, for any pair of parameters (τ, r) satisfying Eq. (72) such that
0 ωmτ  2pi, a s-parametrized quasiprobability distribution of the mechanics is possible, as described in the
main text.
From Eq. (74), after disregarding the mechanical constant displacement, we find the following symplectic
matrices,
S =

1 −χue−iϕ 0 −χueiϕ
−χueiϕ 1 χueiϕ 0
0 −χue−iϕ 1 −χueiϕ
χue−iϕ 0 −χue−iϕ 1
 , S−1 =

1 χue−iϕ 0 χueiϕ
χueiϕ 1 −χueiϕ 0
0 χue−iϕ 1 χueiϕ
−χue−iϕ 0 χue−iϕ 1
 ,
detS = 1.
(75)
C Proof of Lemma 1
Lemma 1. A product of Weyl-Wigner operators remains a product under all linear transformations of the
mode operators,
(
a′† b′† a′ b′
)
= [
(
a† b† a b
)
S+
(
D∗a D
∗
b Da Da
)
], the argument of which changes
according to the inverse of the corresponding symplectic transformation, i.e., Tˆ (α)⊗ Tˆ (β) = Tˆ (α′)⊗ Tˆ (β′) where(
α′∗ β′∗ α′ β′
)
= [
(
α∗ β∗ α β
)− (D∗a D∗b Da Da)]S−1.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the theorem for the transformations of Wigner operators. A two-mode Wigner
operator is given by [8]
Tˆ (α)⊗ Tˆ (β) =
∫
d2ξd2ζ
pi2
eαξ
∗−α∗ξ+βζ∗−β∗ζDˆ(ξ)⊗ Dˆ(ζ)
=
∫
d2ξd2ζ
pi2
exp{(α∗ β∗ α β)

−ξ
−ζ
ξ∗
ζ∗
− (a† b† a b)

−ξ
−ζ
ξ∗
ζ∗
}. (76)
Now, transforming the operators via a linear transformation Uˆ and making use of its correspondence with a
symplectic group element S (with |detS| = 1), we have
Uˆ Tˆ (α)⊗ Tˆ (β)Uˆ†
=
∫
d2ξd2ζ
pi2
eαξ
∗−α∗ξ+βζ∗−β∗ζ UˆDˆ(ξ)⊗ Dˆ(ζ)Uˆ†
=
∫
d2ξd2ζ
pi2
exp{(α∗ β∗ α β)

−ξ
−ζ
ξ∗
ζ∗
− [(a† b† a b)S + (D∗a D∗b Da Da)]

−ξ
−ζ
ξ∗
ζ∗
}
=
∫
d2ξd2ζ
pi2
exp{[(α∗ β∗ α β)− (D∗a D∗b Da Da)]S−1S

−ξ
−ζ
ξ∗
ζ∗
− (a† b† a b)S

−ξ
−ζ
ξ∗
ζ∗
}
= 1|detS|
∫
d2ξ′d2ζ ′
pi2
eα
′ξ′∗−α′∗ξ′+β′ζ′∗−β′∗ζ′Dˆ(ξ′)⊗ Dˆ(ζ ′)
= Tˆ (α′)⊗ Tˆ (β′),
(77)
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in which 
−ξ′
−ζ ′
ξ′∗
ζ ′∗
 = S

−ξ
−ζ
ξ∗
ζ∗
 , (α′∗ β′∗ α′ β′) = [(α∗ β∗ α β)− (D∗a D∗b Da Da)]S−1 (78)
Clearly, this result also applies to single mode linear transformation. We also bare in mind that d2α = dImα×
dReα = 12dαdα∗ =
1
2dqdp. 
D Order shift relation
Here we show that the overlap of two quasiprobability distributions with order mismatch ∆ is invariant under
exchange of the mismatch between the arguments of either distribution. We proceed as follows.
A =
∫
d2α
pi
WΛˆ(α; s+ ∆)WΥˆ(α; t)
=
∫
d2α
pi
TrΛˆTˆ (α; s+ ∆) · TrΥˆTˆ (α; t)
=
∫
d2α
pi
[
2
−∆
∫
d2ξ
pi
e−
2|α−ξ|2
−∆ TrΛˆTˆ (ξ; s)
]
· TrΥˆTˆ (α; t)
=
∫
d2ξ
pi
TrΛˆTˆ (ξ; s) ·
[
2
−∆
∫
d2α
pi
e−
2|α−ξ|2
−∆ TrΥˆTˆ (α; t)
]
=
∫
d2ξ
pi
TrΛˆTˆ (ξ; s) · TrΥˆTˆ (ξ; t+ ∆).
(79)
In the third and fourth lines we have used the relation [8]
Tˆ (α; s+ ∆) = 2−∆
∫
d2ξ
pi
e−
2|α−ξ|2
−∆ Tˆ (ξ; s). (80)
E The case of s-parameterized tomograms
In the main text we have shown how a single Wigner-function tomogram (i.e. s = 0) of the mechanical state—
obtained using our method in the strong interaction regime—can be used to detect the state’s P-function
nonclassicality. In the case of weaker interactions one generally obtains smoothed s-parametrized tomograms
of the mechanical state from which a s-parametrized quasiprobability distribution can be reconstructed. We
will now generalize the criterion of Park et al [28] to s-parametrized tomograms and show that even with weak
interactions, one can verify the P-function nonclassicality of mechanical states using our method.
Rewriting Eq. (21), in terms of s-parameterized quasiprobability distributions using Eq. (30) we have
W%ˆ(β; s) =
∫
d2α
pi
P (α)Wα(β; s), (81)
where Wα(β; s) = 2 exp{−2|β − α|2/(1− s)}/(1− s) represents the s-parameterized distribution corresponding
to the coherent state |α〉. We now make the observation that, in the position-momentum coordinates,
Wα(q, p; s) = wα(q, 0; s)wα(p,
pi
2 ; s) ≡Wq0,p0(q, p; s), (82)
where wα(q, 0; s) = e
−(q−q0)2
1−s /
√
pi(1− s) and wα(p, pi2 ; s) = e
−(p−p0)2
1−s /
√
pi(1− s) are the two s-parameterized
tomograms of the coherent state |α〉 in which q0 =
√
2Reα and p0 =
√
2Imα. Note that, without loss of
generality, we have assumed φ = 0. Substituting Eq. (82) into Eq. (81), we obtain
W%ˆ(q, p; s) =
∫
dq′dp′P (q′, p′)Wq′,p′(q, p; s)
= 1
pi(1− s)
∫
dq′dp′P (q′, p′)e
−(q−q′)2
1−s e
−(q−q′)2
1−s .
(83)
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Consequently, the s-parameterized tomogram of the state %ˆ, using Eqs. (81) and (82), is given by
w(q, 0; s) = 1√
pi(1− s)
∫
dq′
(∫
dp′P (q′, p′)
)
e
−(q−q′)2
1−s
= 1√
pi(1− s)
∫
dq′F (q′)e
−(q−q′)2
1−s ,
(84)
with F (q′) =
∫
dp′P (q′, p′). Importantly, if the state %ˆ is a classical state, then P (q′, p′) > 0 is a function with
finite support and so is F (q′). Now, suppose that
wf(p,
pi
2 ; s) =
1√
pi(1− s)
∫
dp′G(p′)e
−(p−p′)2
1−s , (85)
whereG(p′) > 0 is a positive function with a finite support. We proceed by defining the fictitious s-parameterized
distribution w(x, 0; s) 7→Wf(q, p; s) = w(x, 0; s)wf(p, pi2 ; s). Hence,
Wf(q, p; s) =
1
pi(1− s)
∫
dq′dp′F (q′)G(p′)e
−[(q−q′)2+(p−p′)2]
1−s . (86)
A simple comparison between Eqs. (86) and (81) shows that Wf(q, p; s) corresponds to a bona fide P-classical
quantum state, whenever the state %ˆ is classical. This is because, in this case, the new function Pf(q′, p′) =
F (q′)G(p′) is a positive (normalized) function with finite support. Therefore, it represents a valid P-function.
Consequently, whenever Wf(q, p; s) fails to represent a bona fide fictitious quantum state, we conclude that the
initial state %ˆ was necessarily nonclassical.
Two choices for the fictitious tomogram wf(p, pi2 ; s), as presented in the main text in Eqs. (25) and (26), are
(i) that of a vacuum state wf(p, pi2 ; s) = w0(p,
pi
2 ; s) = e
−p2
1−s /
√
pi(1− s) corresponding to the map w(x, 0; s) 7→
Wf(q, p; s) = w(x, 0; s)w0(p, pi2 ; s); and,
(ii) the tomogram of the state itself, i.e., wf(p, pi2 ; s) = w(p, 0; s) corresponding to (w(x, 0; s), w(x, 0; s)) 7→
Wf(q, p; s) = w(x, 0; s)w(p, 0; s).
To check the legitimacy of the fictitious density operators resulting from these demarginalization maps, one
may follow the standard arguments provided in Ref. [28], such as the Kastler-Loupias-Miracle-Sole test [59–61].
In the general formalism, to perform such tests one may also require evaluation of various Fock basis elements
of the fictitious density matrix. To this end, one should use the trace relation of Eq. (31) and the corresponding
s-parametrized Fock basis projections given by [62]
W|n〉〈m|(α; s) = (
2
1− s )
m+n+1 1√
n!m!
hn,m(α∗, α|s
2 − 1
4 )e
− 2|α|21−s ,
in which hn,m(x, y|) are the incomplete 2D Hermite polynomials defined as [63]
hn,m(x, y|) =
min{m,n}∑
i=0
(
n
i
)(
m
i
)
i!ixn−iym−i.
F The effect of classical noise and losses on nonclassicality certification
As discussed in the main text any noise and losses before the optomechanical interaction can be accounted for
by calibrating the input optical field. We now focus on the readout channel after the interaction and show that
all noise and losses commute with the interaction and can thus be taken into account as before. We start by
rewriting the Gaussian optical kernel on the r.h.s. of Eq. (12) as
Go(x′,x0; Σ) =
1
pi
exp{−12(x
′ − x0)Σ−1(x′ − x0)T}, (87)
where x′ = (x′, p′), x0 = (0, X(ϕ+ϕd + pi2 )), and Σ−1 = diag(e−2ε, 4χ2u2e2ε) represents the covariance matrix,
so that
Wout;o(x′, 2χup′; 0) =
1
pi
e−e
−2εx′2
∫
d2β
pi
e−4χ
2u2e2ε[p′−X(ϕ+ϕd+pi2 )]2Wm(β; 0)
=
∫
d2β
pi
Go(x′,x0; Σ)Wm(β; 0).
(88)
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Since all classical noise and losses acting on the output optical field correspond to Gaussian channels [29], they
can be described as the action of a Gaussian kernel Gnoise(x˜,x′;σ) centred at (x′, p′), with covariance matrix
σ. Applying the this kernel to the l.h.s. of Eq. (12) gives
W
noisy
out;o(x˜, p˜; 0) =
∫
dx′dp′Gnoise(x˜,x′;σ)Wout;o(x′, 2χup′; 0),
=
∫
dx′dp′Gnoise(x˜,x′;σ)
[ ∫ d2β
pi
Go(x′,x0; Σ)Wm(β; 0)
]
.
(89)
It is now easy to see that noise and losses acting on the output optical field commute with the optomechanical
interaction and can thus be considered to act on the input field. Formally, we change the order of integrations
in Eq. (89) to obtain
W
noisy
out;o(x˜, p˜; 0) =
∫
d2β
pi
Wm(β; 0)
[ ∫
dx′dp′Gnoise(x˜,x′;σ)Go(x′,x0; Σ)
]
=
∫
d2β
pi
Gnoiseo (x˜,x0;σ + Σ)Wm(β; 0).
(90)
The latter equality follows from the fact that the expression in the square brackets is a convolution of a Gaussian
wave packet with a Gaussian kernel which results in a Gaussian wave packet. It is now easy to see that by
appropriately rotating the coordinates (x˜, p˜) to diagonalise the covariance matrix σ+ Σ, one obtains a relation
equivalent to Eq. (12) and can proceed as before. This shows that classical noise and losses do not distort the
picture in our general formalism, assuming that a full characterization of the readout channel is possible.
We would like to emphasize, however, that careful characterization of the readout channel is crucial for
only one of our nonclassicality criteria, namely the first demarginalization map in Eq. (25). Recall that any
Gaussian convolution of the form of Eq. (90) is equivalent to a degradation of a given s-parameterized phase-
space distribution to another distribution with s′ 6 s. Consequently, since the criterion in Eq. (25), requires
that the s parameter of the fictitious tomogram wf(p, pi2 ; s) matches that of the measured tomogram wf(x, 0; s),
precise knowledge of the actual experimental value of s′ is important. Relaxing this requirement somewhat, it
is also possible to use a fictitious tomogram with s′ 6 s (i.e. an overestimation of the actual noise), because,
using Eq. (85), one possible fictitious tomogram wf(p, pi2 ; s′) is given by
wf(p,
pi
2 ; s
′) = 1√
pi(1− s′)
∫
dp′Gnoise(p′, 0;σ)e
−(p−p′)2
1−s′ , (91)
where σ = s−s′(1−s′)(1−s) and Gnoise(p′, 0;σ) is a Gaussian with finite support provided that s′ 6 s. Consequently,
in the presence of noise and loss, one should be careful in using the nonclassicality criterion in Eq. (25).
Importantly, such a caution is not needed when using the second demarginalization map, Eq. (26). In this
case, the experimentally measured tomogram is used for both quadratures and the ordering parameters are thus
always matched, regardless of the actual experimental value of s. As a result, our second nonclassicality criteria
is immune to void nonclassicality detections due to noise and losses.
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